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Abstract. In this paper we present a collection of tools that are based on the
POMP performance monitoring interface for analysis of OpenMP applications.
These POMP compliant libraries, POMPROF and the KOJAK POMP library, pro-
vide respectively the functionality for profiling and tracing of OpenMP applica-
tions. In addition, we describe a new approach to compute temporal overhead
due to scheduling (load-imbalance), synchronization (barrier time), and the run-
time system. Finally, we exemplify the use of these libraries with performance
measurement and visualization of the ASCI sPPM benchmark code. Our examples
show that the information provided by both tools is consistent, and provides data
that is helpful for users to understand the source of performance problems.

1 Introduction

OpenMP is today’s de facto standard for shared memory parallel programming of sci-
entific applications. It provides a higher level specification for users to write threaded
programs that are portable across most shared memory multiprocessors. However, ap-
plication developers still face application performance problems such as load imbalance
and excessive barriers overhead, when using OpenMP. Moreover, these problems are
difficult to detect without the help of performance tools.

The MPI specification defines a standard monitoring interface (PMPI), which facil-
itates the development of performance monitoring tools. Similarly, a Java Virtual Ma-
chine Profiler Interface (JVMPI) is an experimental feature in the Java 2 SDK, which
is intended for users and tools vendors to develop profilers that work in conjunction
with the Java virtual machine implementation. Unfortunately, OpenMP does not pro-
vide yet a standardized performance monitoring interface, which would simplify the
design and implementation of portable OpenMP performance tools. Mohr et. al. [9] pro-
posed POMP, a performance monitoring interface for OpenMP. This proposal extends
experiences of previous implementations of monitoring interfaces for OpenMP [1, 7,
10]. POMP describes an API to be called by “probes” inserted into the application by a
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compiler, a pre-processor, or via a binary or dynamic instrumentation mechanism. With
such performance monitoring interface, users and tools builders can then define their
own POMP compliant libraries for performance measurement of OpenMP applications.

In [6], we presented DPOMP, a POMP instrumentation tool based on binary modifica-
tion, which takes as input a performance monitoring library that conforms to the POMP

API and an OpenMP application binary. DPOMP instruments the binary of the applica-
tion with dynamic probes containing POMP calls defined in the library. In this paper we
present two POMP compliant libraries, POMPROF and the KOJAK POMP library, which
provide respectively the functionality for profiling and tracing of OpenMP applications.
In addition, we exemplify the use of these libraries with performance measurement and
visualization of the ASCI sPPM benchmark code.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly describe
the main features of DPOMP. In Section 3 we describe our POMP compliant library for
profiling of OpenMP applications. In Section 4 we describe the KOJAK POMP library for
tracing of OpenMP programs. In Section 5 we present examples of utilization of these
two libraries. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 A POMP Instrumentation Tool Based on Binary Modification

DPOMP was implemented using DPCL [5], an object-based C++ class library and run-
time infrastructure based on the Dyninst Application Programming Interface (API) [3].
Using DPCL, a performance tool can insert code patches at function entry and exit
points, as well as before and after call sites. Since the IBM compiler translates OpenMP

constructs into functions that call “outlined” functions containing the body of the con-
struct, DPOMP can insert calls to functions of a POMP compliant monitoring library for
each OpenMP construct in the target application1. The main advantage of this approach
lies in its ability to modify the binary with performance instrumentation with no special
preparations, like re-compiling or re-linking. In addition, since it relies only on the bi-
nary, DPOMP works independently of the programming language used for the OpenMP

program.
DPOMP takes as input an OpenMP application binary and a POMP compliant perfor-

mance monitoring library. It reads the application binary, as well as the binary of the
POMP library and instruments the application binary, so that, at locations which repre-
sent events in the POMP execution model the corresponding POMP monitoring routines
are called. From the user’s point of view, the amount of instrumentation can be con-
trolled through environment variables which describe the level of instrumentation for
each group of OpenMP events as proposed by the POMP specification. From the tools
builder point of view, instrumentation can also be controlled by the set of POMP routines
provided by the library, i.e., instrumentation is only applied to those events that have
a corresponding POMP routine in the library. This means that tool builders only need
to implement the routines which are necessary for their tool and that instrumentation
is minimal (i.e., no calls to unnecessary dummy routines which don’t do anything). By

1 Notice that DPOMP has a dependence on the naming convention used by the IBM XL compiler.
However, it can be easily extended to any other OpenMP compiler that uses the “function
outline” approach.
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default, DPOMP instruments all OpenMP constructs for which there is a corresponding
POMP function in the library. It also instruments all user functions called from the main
program provided that there is a definition in the library for performance monitoring
of user functions. In addition, for MPI applications, by default DPOMP instruments all
MPI calls in the program. Once instrumentation is finished, the modified program is
executed.

3 The POMP Profiler Library

We implemented a POMP compliant monitoring library (POMPROF) that generates a de-
tailed profile describing various overheads and the amount of time spent by each thread
in three key regions of the parallel application: parallel regions, OpenMP loops inside a
parallel region, and user defined functions. In addition, POMPROF provides information
for analysis of the slowdown caused by sequential regions, as well as measurements
of execution time from user functions and OpenMP API calls such as set lock. The
profile data is presented in the form of an XML file that can be visualized by a graphical
interface as shown in Figure 3.

POMPROF performs overhead analysis, which is a key incremental method for per-
formance tuning of parallel applications [4]. Historically, both temporal and spatial
overheads have been defined as a function of two execution times of an application:
namely, the execution time of the sequential code, and the execution time of the paral-
lel code [4, 12]. One of the problems of this approach is that it requires an application
programmer to have two versions of a program, a serial and a parallel. Moreover, often
overhead definitions for OpenMP do not include the property of measurability of ba-
sic blocks of code, reason being that it is not always possible to measure all overhead
sources at the OpenMP construct level.

Since we can use our binary instrumentation infrastructure to monitor blocks of
OpenMP code, which are packaged into outlined functions, we compute temporal over-
heads with measurable times. Measurable temporal overhead often results from an im-
balanced loop, a barrier for synchronization, or from the runtime code. So, POMPROF

focuses on temporal overhead that is due to scheduling (load-imbalance), synchroniza-
tion (barrier time), and the overhead due to the runtime system.

The main goal of our profiler library is to help application programmers tune their
parallel codes, by presenting a “thread-centered” temporal overhead information. Hence,
we define temporal overhead in terms of the total amount of time in the OpenMP con-
structs by each of the “N” threads in a parallel region. We assume that each of the “N”
threads runs on a different processor. To illustrate our definition and measurement of
the three components of overhead, we use a simple triangular loop inside an OpenMP

parallel region with an implicit barrier at the end, shown in Figure 1(a).
The code in Figure 1(a) leads to an execution pattern similar to the one depicted in

Figure 1(b). Let us assume that N threads are created by the parallel region. We define
for each thread i, where (1 ≤ i ≤ N), δb

i as the runtime system overhead before the
thread begins executing the work; δe

i as the runtime system overhead after the thread
ends the execution of the work; βi as the time spent on barrier synchronization; γi

as the time spent executing the allocated work; and finally φi as the exit overhead,
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C$OMP PARALLEL
...

C$OMP DO
DO I = 1,M

DO J = I, M
CALL WORK()

END DO
END DO

C$OMP END DO
...

C$OMP END PARALLEL
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Fig. 1. (a) Pseudo code for a triangular loop inside an OpenMP parallel region, and (b) possible
execution pattern

which is the sum of the barrier overhead and the exit overhead of the runtime system,
i.e., φi = βi + δe

i . The total execution time (τi) of each thread i is the sum of these
components, i.e., τi = δb

i + δe
i + βi + γi.

Load imbalance basically occurs because of un-equal amount of work is being dis-
tributed to the threads. In [2] load imbalance is defined as the difference between the
time taken by the slowest thread and the mean thread time, which essentially is a con-
stant for all threads. As we can see from Figure 1, each thread i may have a different
amount of execution time γi �= 0 leading to different amounts of load imbalance. Hence
we need a thread-centered definition of load imbalance.

For performance enhancement reasons (e.g., selecting an appropriate scheduling
technique), in our approach to define load imbalance we focus on how much worse
each thread i is performing with respect to the thread j that takes the minimum amount
of time. Hence our definition of load imbalance is the percentage of extra time spent
by each thread in computation normalized with respect to the time of the fastest thread.
Thus, the load imbalance of each thread i, expressed in percentage, is computed as

li =
(γi − min(γi))

min(γi)
× 100.

Barrier overhead is the amount of time spent by each thread i while waiting for syn-
chronization with other threads, after its work share is completed. In OpenMP there are
two types of barriers: explicit and implicit. Explicit barriers are often visible at the bi-
nary level; hence, they can be instrumented and measured for each thread. On the other
hand, implicit barriers, which are normally used by OpenMP loop constructs, such as
the one shown in our example, are executed inside of the runtime library, and are not
visible in the application binary. Hence, they cannot be instrumented with DPOMP [6].
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In order to estimate the implicit barrier overhead (βi) for implicit barriers, we use the
measured total exit-overhead φi, as follows:

We consider that the last thread to join the barrier (say thread j) incurs the least
amount of exit overhead and has zero barrier time. Hence, since φj = βj + δe

j , with
βj = 0, we can assume that the runtime exit overhead δe

j = φj . The runtime exit
system overhead δe

i of each thread i is a constant ε for all practical purposes, because
all threads executes the same runtime system code. Hence, we can compute the barrier
time of each thread i as βi = φi − ε, where ε = min(δe

i )for(1 ≤ i ≤ N).
In case of a “NO WAIT” clause at the end of the loop, the threads incur only an exit

runtime overhead, and the barrier overhead is considered zero.

Runtime overhead is the amount of time taken by each thread i to execute the run-
time system code. For each thread i, the runtime overhead δi is computed as the sum
of the overheads at the beginning of the loop (δb

i ) and at the end of the loop (δe
i ), i.e.,

δi = δb
i + δe

i . In case of an explicit barrier at the end of the loop, both δb
i and δe

i can be
instrumented and measured. However, for implicit barriers, only δb

i is measured, while
δe
i is estimated as described in the barrier overhead.

4 The KOJAK POMP Library

We implemented a POMP monitoring library which generates EPILOG event traces. EPI-
LOG is an open-source event trace format used by the KOJAK performance analysis
tool framework [13]. Besides defining OpenMP related events, it provides a thread-safe
implementation of the event reading, writing, and processing routines. In addition, it
supports storing hardware counter and source code information and uses a (machine,
node, process, thread) tuple to describe locations. This makes it especially well suited
for monitoring OpenMP or mixed MPI/OpenMP applications on today’s clustered SMP

architectures. EPILOG event traces can either be processed by KOJAK’s automatic event
trace analyzer EXPERT or be converted to the VTF3 format used by the commercial
Vampir event trace visualization tool [11] (not shown here due to space limitation).

Figure 2 shows a screen-dump of the resulting display of the EXPERT automatic
event trace analyzer. Using the color scale shown on the bottom, the severity of per-
formance problems found (left pane) and their distribution over the program’s call tree
(middle pane) and machine locations (right pane) is displayed. The severity is expressed
in percentage of execution time lost due to this problem. By expanding or collapsing
nodes in each of the three trees, the analysis can be performed on different levels of
granularity. We refer to [13] for a detailed description of KOJAK and EXPERT.

If a more detailed (manual) analysis is needed, EPILOG traces can be converted to
VTF3 format suitable for Vampir. The conversion maps OpenMP constructs into Vampir
symbols and activities, as well as OpenMP barriers into a Vampir collective operation.
This allows users to investigate the dynamic behavior of an OpenMP application using
a Vampir time-line diagram as well as to use Vampir’s powerful filter and selection
capabilities to generate all kind of execution statistics for any phase of the OpenMP

application. In addition, all source code information contained in a trace is preserved
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Fig. 2. Result display of EXPERT automatic trace analyzer.

during conversion; allowing the display of the corresponding source code simply by
clicking on the desired activity.

5 Examples of Use

In this section we exemplify the use of both libraries with performance measurements
and visualization of the ASCI SPPM benchmark code [8], which solves a 3D gas dynam-
ics problem on a uniform cartesian mesh using a simplified version of the Piecewise
parabolic method, with nearest neighbor-communication. The SPPM benchmark is a
hybrid code (OpenMP and MPI), written in Fortran 77 with some C routines. Figure 3
shows the summary view for the program and the detailed view for one of the loops
(loop 1125) from the profile data obtained with POMPROF, when using “static” schedul-
ing for the OpenMP loops, running 8 threads on an IBM p690+. In the summary view,
which displays the highest value for each metric, we observe very high values for “%
Imbalance” on all the loops. The detailed view for the loop in line 1125 confirms this
imbalance. When replacing the static scheduling by dynamic scheduling, we observe a
much better behavior of the code with respect to “% Imbalance”, as shown in Figure 4.

These findings are also confirmed by the automatic trace analysis of EXPERT. As
shown in Figure 2, the imbalance caused by the static scheduling of OpenMP loop it-
erations results in a total of 8.5% of waiting time at explicit barriers. For the selected
barrier, the uneven distribution of this waiting time can be seen in the right pane. For
dynamic scheduling (not shown here), waiting time only amounts to 0.5%. By selecting
the property “Execution” in the left pane and one of the “!$omp do/for” loops in the
middle pane, the right pane of EXPERT would show the (im)balance in execution time.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the POMPROF data from SPPM and detailed view of Loop 1125 imple-
mented with static scheduling

Fig. 4. Detailed view of Loop 1125, modified to use dynamic scheduling

6 Conclusion

We presented a collection of tools for the analysis of OpenMP applications based on the
DPOMP instrumentation infrastructure. The use of a standard monitoring interface like
POMP allows the utilization of a variety of measurement methods and provides the flex-
ibility for development of tools ranging from profilers to tracers for performance analy-
sis, debugging, and tuning. We presented the POMPROF profiling library and the KOJAK

performance analysis framework which not only includes the EXPERT automatic trace
analyzer but is also integrated with the Vampir trace visualization system. Other tools
can be easily integrated or developed from scratch by implementing a POMP compliant
monitoring library. In addition, we exemplified the use of these libraries with perfor-
mance measurement and visualization of the ASCI sPPM benchmark code. Through the
use of appropriate PMPI wrapper libraries which, if needed, record MPI point-to-point
and collective communication performance data, the DPOMP infrastructure can also be
used to monitor hybrid OpenMP / MPI applications. However, this requires an extra re-
linking step before execution. We are currently working on extending DPOMP to avoid
this problem.
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